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What’s happening @Federation?

Anti-Jewish Acts in Kansas City & Ukraine  
Remind Us of Importance of ‘the Jewish Network’
These past few weeks have seen history repeat itself—and not in a good way.  

The unthinkable Sunday afternoon attacks at a JCC and Jewish senior facility in 
Kansas City, allegedly by an avowed anti-Semite and white supremacist, was a shock. 
Then again, he has hated in plain sight for decades. Was he a ticking time bomb? 
How many others like him are out there? 

These are the questions we can’t help but ponder in the aftermath.

Halfway across the world in Ukraine, a Donetsk synagogue was firebombed. Outside, 
fliers (made to appear as government-sanctioned) were distributed calling on all 
Jews in the city to register themselves and pay a fee or risk losing their citizenship. 
While authorities denounced the firebombing and denied any government connection 
or endorsement of the flyers, both events coupled with the growing chaos in eastern 
Ukraine conjure up painful and all-too-real memories of anti-Jewish violence.

For the Jews we support in Ukraine and across the former Soviet Union (FSU), 
every day is a struggle. Year round, we work with our global partners to ensure that 
the poorest Jews in the world have the basic necessities to keep them alive—food, 
clothes, heat and medicine. Many of our elderly recipients rarely leave the squalid, 
closet sized space they are forced to call home. 

Now factor in political instability and anti-Semitic violence. Ukrainian Jews need the 
support of the global Jewish community now more than ever. 

Here at home we can’t take our Minneapolis Jewish community for granted. If 
unexpected violence can erupt in Kansas City, we can’t rule out it happening 
here. That isn’t meant to cause alarm, but inspire vigilance. While we strive to be 
an inclusive and accessible community, it is also our responsibility to employ the 
best security policies and procedures to keep members of our community safe—
everywhere, every day.

Our local partner, the Jewish Community Relations Council, is tasked with community 
security. They work closely with local and national law enforcement to stay informed 
and coordinate effective security across our community, including the Barry Family 
Campus, all synagogues, schools and organizations. Through Federation’s Washington 
Action Office, we have secured millions of dollars in government grants to help 
harden Jewish facilities in Minneapolis and across the country.

History will not repeat itself. We won’t allow it. Through our local and global Jewish 
network, we are there for the Jewish people in Ukraine, Kansas City, and every corner 
of the Jewish world.  

Stephen R. Silberfarb
CEO of the Minneapolis Jewish Federation

@silberfarb 

HOME 

In the past year:

170
Israel advocacy 

presentations were 
given 

190K 
of the world’s most 

impoverished elderly 
Jews received life-

saving food, medicine 
& support

4100
Jewish children 

across the former 
Soviet Union had 
their first Jewish 

experience at camp

$9M 
in Homeland Security 

awards went to 
institutions across the 

United States

Support the Jewish 
Network & Secure the 
Jewish World
The Minneapolis Jewish Federation is 
the only organization that supports 
Jewish people through all phases of life 
in Minneapolis, Israel and more than 70 
countries around the world. Help us ensure 
that we continue providing help to Jews in 
need—anywhere, anytime.

Jewishminneapolis.org/donate
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WHAT’S JEWCY? QUICK NEWS & TO DOS.
A glimpse around the Minneapolis Jewish Federation and its local and global network

 HOME

Experience the Global  
Jewish Community
We love helping donors experience Jewish life in communities across the world and 
meet the people whose lives they are changing through their donations. Check out 
our upcoming missions to find the perfect travel opportunity for you!

For more information contact Alyssa Huck 
ahuck@mplsfed.org | 952.417.2323 

{unless otherwise noted}

Grandparents Mission to 
Israel | June 8-15
This brand new mission allows 
participants to teach important, 
firsthand lessons about tzedakah 
(charity) to the light of their lives and 
the future of our Jewish community: 
their grandchildren.

National Campaigners’ 
Mission | July 13-20
This educational mission to Israel  
gives Community Campaign volunteers 
the chance to experience the global 
impact of the funds they raise on behalf 
of the Federation.

Temple Israel/Federation 
Mission to Israel | August 2-10
Join Temple Israel and Federation as 
we pray at the Kotel, taste the fine 
wines of the Galilee, reflect in the 
desert, and so much more. For more 
information contact Rabbi Gertman at 
jgertman@templeisrael.com.

Poland & Prague Mission | 
August 24-31  
Explore Warsaw, Krakow and Prague 
on this exciting trip through Jewish 
history and Jewish life today. 

AISH/Jewish Women’s 
Renaissance Project/ 
Federation Mission |  
October 27-November 5
Federation is partnering with AISH and 
JWRP for the second year to send a 
group of women to Israel for a week of 
bonding, transformation and growth. 
For more information contact Laura 
Taple at ltaple@mplsfed.org.

{ } A vibrant Jewish community is a 
healthy Jewish community. This is 

why the Twin Cities Maimonides 
Society, a division of the 
Minneapolis and St. Paul Jewish 

Federations, is presenting Eat 
Play Love: Obesity is a Family Matter 

on Sunday, June 29 at the Sabes JCC 
from 1-5 PM for families looking to 
adopt a healthier lifestyle. Cost to 
attend is $10. 

New York Times Best-Selling author  
Dr. Robert Lustig, author of Fat 
Chance: Beating the Odds Against 
Sugar, Processed Food, Obesity and 
Disease, will open the conference 
with a keynote presentation. Local 
health care professionals will lead a 
variety of breakout sessions, including 
workshops on selecting healthy foods, 
how to speak to your child about 
body image, and modeling healthy 
behaviors.  

“Part of our mission states that the 
Maimonides Society ‘provides 
programming and public service 
opportunities for tikkun olam (repair 
of the world)’. This conference 
provides community programming 
around a very serious public health 
issue impacting both children and 
their families,” says event chair  
Phil Kibort. 

EAT * PLAY * LOVE

Obesity is a Family Matter

Celebrating young Jewish artists in Minnesota

Thank you to our sponsors:

Children’s Hospitals and Clinics
HealthPartners/Park Nicollet 

Hennepin County Medical Center
Kowalski’s Markets  |  Partners in Pediatrics

Sabes JCC  |  Silverman Ankle & Foot  |  Target

Growing up, Karen Siegel-Jacobs made sense of her world through writing. When she passed
away at age 40 following knee surgery, her family launched Keren Or, an annual contest
showcasing the artistic talents—writing and otherwise—of Jewish youth throughout Minnesota.

This year, Keren Or held its 10th annual competition, and for the first time was managed 
by Rimon: The Minnesota Jewish Arts Council, an initiative of the Minneapolis Jewish 
Federation. Minnesota Jewish students in grades 7-12 were invited to submit original poetry, 
prose and photographs. 

“This was a great opportunity for us to help an individual family foundation expand its reach 
considerably,” said David Jordan Harris, Rimon’s executive director. 

Last month, the American Jewish World printed the eighteen winning poetry, prose and 
photography entries. These winning entries will be on display at the Tychman Shapiro Gallery 
at the Sabes JCC through May 22 (For exhibit details, see p 14). 

You don’t have to travel to experience 
the Global Jewish community!

JDC Global Symposium
Monday, July 21 | 12 – 7:30 PM

Hyatt Regency (Downtown Minneapolis). 
jewishminneapolis.org/globalsymposium.aspx
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Supporting 
Religious 
Pluralism in Israel
Federation supports Jewish life across the 
spectrum of Judaism here in Minneapolis— 
and we are applying the same standard 
in Israel. Two Federation-supported 
movements aim to bring a voice to the 
non-Orthodox population largely under-
represented in governmental religious 
decisions. Through the Masorti Foundation 
for Conservative Judaism in Israel and the 
Israel Movement for Progressive & Reform 
Judaism, we are able to provide options 
for Israelis that fall between Orthodoxy and 
secularism.

“Religious pluralism reflects a core value 
that Federation has as an organization— 
to be inclusive of all Jewish people,” says 
Stephen Silberfarb, CEO of the Minneapolis 
Jewish Federation.

On May 7th, the Minneapolis Jewish 
community has an opportunity to show 
their support of Masorti at an Art Salon in 
downtown Minneapolis. The event, hosted 
by Rabbi Yonatan Sadoff (the former junior 
Rabbi from Adath Jeshurun Congregation 
who now serves as a Masorti Rabbi in Omer, 
Israel), will feature art from local and Israeli 
artists. Rabbi Sadoff will give a firsthand 
account of how the Masorti Movement is 
growing and serving Israel and the Jewish 
people. Live music and wine will top off  
the evening.

 

Support the 
Art Salon

Wednesday, May 7 | 6-9 pm 
79 13TH AVE NE | SUITE 208 | MPLS 55413

Federation is proud to co-sponsor this event.

RSVP AT FACEBOOK.COM/TCMASORTI 
For more info or to contribute an item to the sale, contact Veronica: veronicasgraphics@me.com

79 13th Ave. NE, #208
Minneapolis, MN 55413

Join us for an art sale, 
featuring artworks by local & 

Israeli artists and a 
presentation by visiting 
Masorti Rabbi Yonatan 
Sadoff of the Magen 

Avraham Congregation in 
Omer, Israel

Proceeds support the Masorti 
(Conservative) Movement in Israel

THE MASORTI MOVEMENT IS COMMITTED
TO A PLURALISTIC, EGALITARIAN, AND

DEMOCRATIC VISION OF RELIGION IN ISRAEL.

MASORTI ART SALON
MAY 7, 2014

6 pm • wine reception

HOME 

Nechama Volunteer 
Rescues a Cat  
from the Rubble
The wind chill was well below zero, 
and spirits were down as more than 70 
volunteers cleared rubble from a row of 
homes destroyed in the Illinois tornadoes 
last fall. Homeowners looked on as heavy 
equipment cleared rubble—rubble that once 
embodied their whole life.

Then, as quickly as the tornado tore through 
the street, the mood changed. A young 
woman emerged from a basement carrying 
a shivering, blanket-wrapped bundle: Oliver 
the cat, missing for a week since the storm. 
The homeowner 
cried as she took 
Oliver into her 
arms, while close 
to 100 volunteers 
applauded and 
cheered.

“It was a truly 
great day,” said 
Dan Hoetz, 
Operations 
Manager 
of Nechama: Jewish 
Response to Disaster. Since 1993, this 
Minneapolis-based robust volunteer 
network has traveled across the country 
providing swift response to natural disasters 
such as Hurricane Sandy, the Colorado 
flooding, and last fall’s Illinois tornadoes.

“When there’s a tornado, everything is just 
gone,” said Dan, “You’re clearing debris, but 
really you’re putting someone’s life on the 
curb. People ask, ‘How can you do this?’ It’s 
moments like that. When someone finds a 
cat. When someone looks into your eyes 
and just says ‘thank you.’”

To learn more about Nechama: Jewish 
Response to Disaster or to volunteer,  
visit www.nechama.org, or like them on 
Facebook (keyword search: Nechama).

TC Jewfolk Receives 
Innovation Grant to Plan 
for the Future
Big changes are on the horizon for TC 
Jewfolk, a local start-up Jewish blog and 
community space targeted toward young 
Jews in their 20s, 30s and 40s.

TC Jewfolk recently received a grant from 
Federation’s Innovation Fund to support 
strategic planning for the future.

“We hired a consultant and kicked off a 
strategic planning process,” said Leora 
Itman, TC Jewfolk founder and president of 
Jewfolk Media (the 501c3 nonprofit created 
to oversee the website). “We provide a 
great service but we know there are lots 
and lots of young people out there who can 
get a lot out of TC Jewfolk and don’t know 
about it yet. The Federation funds were 
so critical to hire the consultants who are 
helping us create a strategy.” 

We can’t wait to see how TCJewFolk 
leverages these innovation funds to connect 
more young Twin City Jews to Jewish life, 
news and conversations.

Superman is Born
Minnesota Jewish Theatre Company will 
close out their season with an intriguing 
new work about the true story of the 
creation of Superman and the growth of 
this superhero to iconic status amidst the 
depression and W.W.II.  

Barbara Brooks, producing artistic director 
at MJTC says, “Waiting two years for the 
rights to produce this exciting work was 
well worth it!”

The History of Invulnerability, directed by 
Haley Finn, will be playing through May 11; 
Wednesdays and Thursdays at 7:30 p.m., 
Saturdays at 8 p.m., Sundays at 1 p.m. Ticket 
prices are $19 - $28; special student rush 
$12. For more information contact Barbara 
Brooks at 651-647-4315 or Barbara@
mnjewishtheatre.org.

This project is made possible in part by a grant 
from Rimon: The Minnesota Jewish Arts Council, 
an initiative of the Minneapolis Jewish Federation.
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If you took the Shark Tank model, removed the TV 
cameras and overly-dramatic presentations and 
criticisms, and replaced them with diverse, creative 
and passionate applicants and judges—you would 

get #MakeItHappen. Ignited by the Schusterman Philanthropic 
Network, #MakeItHappen is an initiative created to stimulate 
innovation in the Jewish community by offering micro-grants of 
up to $2,000 to enable individuals {NOT organizations} to kick-
start new and exciting Jewish experiences.

As Schusterman’s Minnesota 
community partner, the Minneapolis 
Jewish Federation signed on to 
provide up to 10 micro-grants to 
individuals for projects in the Greater 
Minneapolis area.

“#MakeItHappen is a means of 
promoting and supporting a 
new generation of Jewish ideas,” 
said Debbie Stillman, Director 
of Community Partnerships and 
Engagement at the Federation. 
“Selected projects will use creative 
methods to engage and serve our 
local Jewish community.”

Federation received nearly two 
dozen Minnesota-based applications, 
which were reviewed, vetted and 
considered for awards by the 
Minnesota Make It Happen Decision 
Team. This group of engaged, 
insightful volunteers took their 
task seriously, providing thoughtful 
feedback to applicants and 
requesting additional information 
where needed. 

“I think it is this kind of process that 
brings out ideas and individuals 
who otherwise wouldn’t be 
engaged,” said Decision Team 
member Leo Zabezhinsky. “Any 
one of the selected projects 
could grow into a full and 
sustainable program—or even 
the next great organization.”

Along with Schusterman’s 
prioritization of projects that 
valued service, innovation, 
inclusivity and connection to 
Israel and Jewish life, Minneapolis 
gave special consideration to those 
projects that connected to the 
Minneapolis Jewish community 
strategic priorities: 
 •  creating a community of shared 

responsibility
 •  engaging the next generation in 

Jewish life
 •  strengthening our connection to
     Israel and the Jewish peoplehood 
 •  broadening leadership excellence 
 •  and enhancing and deepening 

the commitment to Jewish 
philanthropy 

9 Great
Jewish Ideas

Last fall, we asked the community a big 
question: What’s your great Jewish idea? 

RUSSIAN PASSOVER SEDER
The creator: Jenna Mitelman

The idea: Plan and execute a series of 
Passover Seders specifically for young 
adults and young families in the Russian 
Jewish community.  

“Our community is home to thousands 
of Jews from former Soviet Republics, as 
well as their children. Yet most of these 
Jews have not been able to find a home 
for themselves within the local Jewish 
community,” says Jenna. “The hope of  
this project is to create a positive Jewish 
holiday experience.”

From the Decision Team: “This is a fantastic 
way to connect a younger subset of the 
local Russian Jewish population!”

3RD GENERATION
The creator: Josh Awend

The idea: Create an exhibition featuring 
local Jewish family-owned businesses 
spanning three generations. 5-8 family 
businesses will be documented through 

photography 
and written 
interviews to 
capture their 
unique stories 
and explore  
the process 
of transition 
from one 
generation 
to the next.

In a time 
when 

people change 
careers regularly, this is an opportunity 
to be inspired by those who have left a 
legacy that permeates the community. 
The exhibition will showcase why a family 
business continues into a third generation, 
its impact on the community and all the 
elements that come along with it. 

From the Decision Team: “The potential 
is truly fantastic to engage people in a 
number of dialogues about business and 
the Jewish community.” 

SHABBAT AROUND THE U 
The creators:  Sidney Usem and Sam Blustin

The idea: Bring together students from 
the University of Minnesota campus for 
student-hosted Shabbat meals—some 
formal and discussion-based, others more 
casual. Students will host up to 10 peers in 
their homes. 

They pitched it. We funded it.
Check out how we’re #MakingItHappen

1

2

3

 FEATURES



“Shabbat 
should be 
special, and 
we would 
like to 
provide the 

opportunity 
for students to host a nice meal 

and engage other students that may 
not normally attend Jewish events or be 
engaged in Jewish life.” 

From the Decision Team: “This initiative 
provides a grassroots opportunity for 
individuals to engage their peers. There 
are some students that would simply not 
have their first Jewish ‘act’ or ‘engagment’ 
be with an organization; but if a friend asks 
them, they are more likely to participate.”

JEWBALL
The creator: Jeffrey Lifson

The idea: Host a basketball game every 
Friday evening, creating a fun community 
atmosphere prior to coming together to 
celebrate Shabbat. This program would give 
students who normally are not involved in 
Jewish activities on campus an opportunity 
to get involved.

From the Decision Team: “Jewball is a 
non-threatening gateway for young adults 
to connect to other Jewish young adults on 
campus and from there, hopefully, become 
more engaged.”

YOUNG JEWISH 
SINGLES SHABBAT

The creator: Evan Stern

The idea: Invite single Jews ages 18-35 to 
attend Shabbat dinner at a local synagogue 
or the home of a local community leader. 
A shadchan (matchmaker) will attend the 
Shabbat and distribute his or her contact 
information. Following the event, attendees 
will contact the shadchan expressing 
their interest in one or more people. 
The shadchan will award $50 “first date 
subsidies” to young single Jews who are 
mutually interested.

From the Decision Team: “So much of the 
programming for people in this age group 
is aimed at putting them in the right place 
to meet someone—but not necessarily 
facilitating that outcome.”

PRESERVING JEWISH 
MUSIC FOR SMALL TOWN 
JEWISH KIDS/TEENS

The creator: Andrea Gordon

The idea: Engage with the Duluth Jewish 
community on a regular basis—working 
with kids and educators, as well as parents 
in the community—to enhance their Jewish 
identity through music. “Because the 
experience of being Jewish ‘up North’ is 
very unique, it really requires—from a young 
age—the ability to define and identify 
ourselves as Jews,” says Andrea.

The universal language of Jewish music is 
one way to help solidify Jewish identity. A 
trained youth rabbi, Jewish music educator,  
and college student or rabbinical student 
will engage with the community on a regular  
basis working with kids and educators, as 
well as parents in the community.

From the Decision Team: Not only did 
the Decision Team fund this project, they 
stipulated that outreach also include 
Superior Wisconsin as well as smaller 
nearby communities.

THE END—JEWS’ VIEWS ON 
DEATH & MOURNING

The creator: Sharon Jaffe

The idea: This journey is for a mix of Jewish 
people—welcome from any persuasion, 
from humanist to cultural and from political 
to spiritual—who will meet to delve into 
Jewish takes on death, mourning, & mindful 
compassion. The group will study text, visit 
funeral homes, cemeteries, and people in 
various Jewish Burial Societies. This program 
can function as a potential gateway for 
Jews on the outskirts to seriously consider 
Judaism and the Jewish community.  

From the Decision Team: “Given the 
number of individuals in our community 
who are aging and whose children may also 
be interested in the options available, this 
program appeals to a wide cohort.”

JEWISH LGBTQ PRIDE 
PARADE FLOAT FOR 
ACCESSIBILITY

The creator:  Shana Cohen

The idea: Create a Jewish-themed 
parade float for Twin Cities Pride to 
represent LGBTQ Jews and also provide 
accessibility to our LGBTQ friends/families/
allies who would otherwise not be able to 

participate in the parade due to disabilities. 
The reach and visibility of this project will 
collectively influence over 300,000 visitors 
that attend the Twin Cities Pride festival 
every year including unaffiliated Jews 
whose interest in the organized Jewish 
community may be ignited.

From the Decision Team: The Decision 
Team gravitated toward this program from 
the start, because it serves both the LGBTQ 
community and individuals with disabilities.

INCLUSIVE SHABBAT 
DINNER

The creator:  Elaine Sadoff

The idea: This initiative will create an 
inclusive Shabbat dinner for young adults 
with disabilities and young adults in our 
community who would be interested in 
participating in a communal Shabbat dinner. 

This project was funded nationally by the 
Ruderman Family Foundation!

4

6

7

9

8
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These words, spoken by JDate CEO Greg Lieberman, 
embodied the spirit of this Spring’s Tribefest: 1200 Jewish 
young adults, passionate about fostering Jewish identity 
among their peers. 

And, of course, having a good time in The Big Easy. 

Max Orenstein, Minneapolis Tribefest Chair, was drawn to 
Tribefest by the energy. “It’s the kick you need to stay excited 
about being involved in the Jewish community. Being in a 

room with a thousand Jews your age makes you want to go 
out and just make a difference—to make sure that Judaism is 
as important to the other Jews in Minneapolis as it is to me.”

Nine participants from Minneapolis made the trip to New 
Orleans for the bi-annual conference for young Jews in their 
20s and 30s hosted by Jewish Federations of North America. 
“It was a great group,” said Max, “And we all definitely 
walked away excited about the future and inspired to 
be a part of building our community.”

Attendees heard from keynote speakers 
including LIVESTRONG CEO Doug Ulman and 
West Wing and Scandal actor Joshua Malina, 
and attended their choice of breakout sessions 
focused on international Jewish issues including 
global poverty, emergency relief and Israel’s complex 
political and social dilemmas. 

“In a crowd, the goal is to get ahead,” said Ulman during  
his keynote address. “In a community, none of us can  
move forward unless we move forward together…. 
Let’s be a community.”

For Max, the realism of that message came alive when 
he listened to a case study of the Jewish Federation 
of Metropolitan Detroit’s young adult division. In a city 
seemingly dealing with failure after failure, their Federation’s 
young adult group has flourished. “Their success is rooted 

You don’t have to wait until TribeFest 2016 to do something  
fun & meaningful as a young Jew in the community.  
Try one of these opportunities on for size:

❝EACH GENERATION 
NEEDS TO FIND 

CONTEMPORARY 
RELEVANCE IN OUR 
ANCIENT LEGACY.❞

Do Something Jewish! 

Celebrates Jewish Life &  
  Culture in the Big Easy

Become a Jewish  
Big Brother/Big Sister

Be a role model, friend and 
mentor and positively shape 

a child’s future

Havdallah+ Mega-Jump 
at the Skyzone

Start the week off right by 
bouncing off the walls at 

this indoor trampoline park 
(see details on p 14) 

Volunteer for Sha’arim’s 
Friends ‘n  Fun

A great chance to really 
change someone’s life by 
having fun and socializing 
with young Jewish adults 

with disabilities

 FEATURES

Young Adults Shabbats
Many Minneapolis 

congregations now offer Friday 
night services & Shabbat 

dinners specifically for young 
Jewish singles & couples



in collaboration,” said Max. “Detroit’s story 
reaffirmed that effective collaboration 
between organizations needs to be a priority 
in Minneapolis.”

Between speaker sessions and parties 
infused with New Orleans culture, participants 
engaged with the local New Orleans community 
by participating in several service projects, including visiting 
seniors at Kingsley House Adult Services, cleaning up City Park 
and reading to children at ReNEW schools. 

The Minneapolis group got down and dirty landscaping City Park. 
They cleaned and planted with results that would have taken the 
park’s meager staff months to accomplish. It was an activity that 
planted the seeds—pun absolutely intended—for future projects 
at home. “It felt really good to see tangible evidence that we gave 
back,” said Max. “I would love to do more hands on work in our 
own community.”

Max hopes to recruit more Minneapolis young Jews to join him 
at the next TribeFest so they can experience the same rush of 
Jewish pride that he did. “TribeFest isn’t just for those of who are 
already involved 
in the Federation,” 
Max explains. 
“It’s for anyone 
that wants to do 
something Jewish.”

Meet Max, 
Minneapolis 
TribeFest Chair:
Like many young adults, Max 
was introduced to Federation 
through a Happy Hour that a 
friend convinced him to attend. It was that small step that 
made him realize his commitment to creating a thriving 
Jewish community for his peers. “I love being Jewish,” he 
says, “Maybe it’s cliché, but that’s why I stay involved. I want 
to have a Jewish family. I want to celebrate Jewish holidays. 
And a lot of people in our community do great things, and I 
want to be a part of that ecosystem.” 

Liv’s Life 
Lesson About 
Judaism:
Liv Anderson attended 
Tribefest with what she 
thought was a shameful 
secret: she won’t 
technically be Jewish 
until May, when she 
immerses herself in a 
mikvah. But after a few 
days of worrying, she 

learned an important lesson about Judaism.

Contrary to what I thought would happen when I told 
someone at TribeFest my secret, the world did not end. No 
one took my badge and asked me to leave.

In fact, not only was I not asked to leave, but the final 
session I attended affirmed my place at something like 
TribeFest. The speaker asked the audience a question: How 
many of you have apologized to other Jews about your 
connection to Judaism? 

I raised my hand—along with many others in the room. I 
realized that by trying to pass as being just like everyone 
else, I was in essence trying to apologize for and prove my 
Judaism to the thousands of people at TribeFest.

Looking around that room, I realized I didn’t know anyone 
else’s stories, but I did know this: all of our stories are ours 
and valid. We all bring something else to the kaleidoscope 
of Jewish experiences.

Liv Augusta Anderson is a public policy graduate 
student, improv performer and instructor. 
You can find her Jewish puns and photos 
of her cats on twitter @livaugusta. Read 
her full article about her TribeFest 
experience at TCJewFolk.com.

Evan Stern, 
Federation’s 20|30 
Project Manager is 

excited to tell you more 
about these and other 
great opportunities 
for young Jews in 
Minneapolis. Call him 
today at 952.417.2335, 
estern@mplsfed.org 
or look him up on 
Facebook!

Celebrates Jewish Life &  
  Culture in the Big Easy
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Write for TCJewFolk
The Twin Cities-based 

Jewish blog and 
community space for 
Jews in their 20s, 30s 

& 40s is always looking 
for fresh content from 
people just like you!



Israel turns 66 this May and that calls for a 
celebration of all thing Israel —from delicious  
food and hip music to some of the world’s  

leading technology!

Israel: the next Silicon Valley?
Did you guess that our cover photo was of Tel Aviv? When you think about 
Israel, you might think of its rich history or sprawling desert. But Israel is 
more than that—it is a booming hub for technology and entrepreneurship, 
and is home to the world’s largest number of start-up companies per 
capita! Here are a few examples of Israel’s impressive contributions to the 
modern world:

 1.   Voicemail. Some of the first-ever voicemail technology was  
developed in Israel by Comverse Technology. Can’t live with it,  
but DEFINITELY can’t live without it (even with text messaging!).

 2.  Instant Messaging. Speaking of texting, early instant messaging 
software that later became AOL Instant Messenger was 
developed in 1996 by the Israeli company Mirabilis.

 3.  The Flash Drive. Today’s home and office staple was developed 
and manufactured by Israeli company M-Systems which 
brought the first USB flash drives to North America.

 4.  Traffic & Navigation App. Stuck in traffic? Should have used 
Waze, the app that uses user-submitted route information to 
give accurate travel times. The Israel-founded technology was 
recently acquired by Google for more than $1 billion!

 5.  Life-Saving Military Technology. Not only has Israel developed 
a cutting-edge alert system to warn citizens of incoming rocket 
attacks, but they developed the Iron Dome, an advanced 
missile defense technology that shoots down rockets before 
they touch down.
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Get into the  
Israeli Groove!
Check out a few of our favorite  
Israeli tunes:

E  The Idan Raichel Project—Halomot shel  
Acherim (Other People’s Dreams)

E  Arik Einstein—Ohev Lehyot  
Babait ( I Love Being Home)

E  Yehudit Ravitz—Eretz Tropit Yaffa  
(A Beautiful Tropical Country)

E  Mashina—Rakevet Laila Le Cahir (Night Train to Cairo)

E  Ha Dag Nachash—Zman Lehitorer (Time to Wake up)

Am Yisrael 
Chai Days!
20 days of celebrating Israel 
across the Twin Cities, including 
a community-wide Yom 
Ha’atzmaut celebration on May 
5! See page 14 for details or visit 
israelweek.org!
 

See the Idan Raichel 

Project live in St. Paul! 
Details on p 14.
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Israel Tech Challenge 
Hacking for the Jewish Future

Mitch Adler probably knows more about 
IBM’s lab in Haifa than the average North 
American Jew. But when you tour Israel 
with high-tech specialists, you get an up- 
close and personal view of Israel’s famed 
technology community.

Adler took the Tech Challenge 
Experience, a 12-day trip introducing 
young technology leaders from around 
the world to Israel and to leading figures 
in the Israeli tech community. The trip, 
backed by Federation global partner, 
The Jewish Agency for Israel, is part of 
an umbrella of opportunities including 
internship and fellowship options. 

Israel is hailed by many as a “start- 
up nation,” and Adler attributes this 
technological success to the Jewish 
principle of bringing light to the world. 
“[For Israel] to say ‘we’re going to be 
a leader, to push the envelope and find 
new frontiers in these challenging fields’ 
is something that all Jews should be 
proud of,” Adler said. “We’re meeting 
with high-level government and military 
officials and learning about diplomatic 
advances and technological exchanges 
with countries that wouldn’t interact with 
Israel before. I think that’s amazing.”

Participants joined a 36-hour Hackathon 
at PayPal Israel, where small teams 
worked with Israeli high-tech leaders to  
create technological solutions to existing  
social challenges. According to Hackathon  
participant Naomi Saphra, a doctoral 
student at Johns Hopkins University, life 

in Israel’s unique circumstances lead to 
interesting innovations.

“Because of the engineers’ military 
backgrounds and Israel’s geography, 
the start-ups in Israel are solving big 
problems,” Saphra said. “We visited a 
company called Windward, which is 
developing a technology to prevent 
smuggling of weapons through seaports. 
That is not something I’d expect to see 
come out of Silicon Valley.”

For Saphra, the intersection of Judaism 
and science added a layer of intensity 
and meaning to the trip.

“On one level, Jews are ‘my people,’”  
she said. “On another level, scientists  
are ‘my people.’ The overlap between 
these two communities reinforces my 
Jewish connection.”

 

 

This Yom Ha’atzmaut,  
Dine Like an Israeli!
Growing up in Israel, Yom Ha’atzmaut 
was a day of family picnics and Mangal 
(the Israeli slang for grill). My mother 
would prepare the beef kabobs, making 
sure to season them well and pack 
the rice in a cooler with various cold 
salads. Off we would go, either to the 
beach, or to Ya’ar Hadera (the Hadera 
eucalyptus grove), joining the crowds 
in celebration. The smoke  would rise, 
spreading mouth-watering scents 
throughout the area. I would sit cross 
legged on a blanket with my brothers 
and sister, my plate loaded with 
kabobs, rice, homemade hummus and 
pita—just feeling happy and content.

To this day, these aromas bring back 
those memories and the sense of 
happiness and contentment.

—Zehorit Heilicher

North African Beef Kabobs
Serves 6-8

2 lbs. ground beef (not too lean)
1 cup minced Italian parsley
1 cup minced onion
1-teaspoon nutmeg
1-teaspoon cinnamon
Salt and pepper

Place Parsley, onion and a pinch of  
salt in food processor. Pulse until  
almost liquefied.

Combine all food ingredients in a large bowl 
to create a uniform consistent mixture. Do not 
over mix or kabobs will be dry.

Form meat logs around flat skewers or  
2 round ones. Alternatively, form logs and 
place in a single layer on shallow baking sheet.

Grill or broil on high for 10-15 minutes, turning 
once, until cooked through.

Serve with Tahini sauce, lime cabbage salad 
or grilled tomatoes. Can also be served with 
basmati rice.

(The same recipe can also be made with 
ground lamb.)

Find Zehorit’s Everyday Basmati Rice recipe and other great Israeli recipes online at jewishminneapolis.org/israelirecipes.aspx. 

Zehorit Heilicher is a local chef, teaching classes across the Twin Cities. Learn more at zecooks.com

Which Israel 
Experience is 

Right for You? }
Whether you are interested in a technology fellowship through Masa 
Israel Journey,  a tech-infused summer camp experience through 
E-Camp, a first-time high school adventure in Israel, or anything 
in between, the Federation’s Israel Center can connect you to the 
perfect opportunity {and scholarship!}. Visit jewishminneapolis.org/
israelcenter.aspx to find out about the many experiences available or 
contact Andrea Nadel at anadel@mplsfed.org or 952-417-2334 today. 

Tech Challenge participants from the US embark on 
a 12-day journey through Israel’s high-tech sector.



157
Mpls young  
adults who  
  have 
participated   
  in a Masa  
  program  
  since 2008

      19
                 Mpls  
                young     
              adults       
              who are  
           currently  
          living in  
     Israel on a  
Masa program 

{Follow their experiences 
at jewishminneapolis.
org/israelblogs.aspx}

               14
                        Twin Cities Masa Alumni  
participating in the Masa Alumni Board  
to continue their Israel journey here at 
home and inspire their peers to experience 
Israel through Masa

88
Scholarships distributed  

last year through the 
Federation’s 

Israel Center to send 
teens & young adults on 

Israel experiences
1748

Minnesota Birthright Israel 
alumni since 1999— 

that’s a lot of free trips to 
Israel provided by 

Federation & partners!

Where Are They Now?
The Minneapolis Jewish Federation has helped send thousands of teens and young adults on life-changing Israel experiences 
through our Israel Center. We caught up with several alumni from Masa Israel Journey (long-term programs for young Jews 
ages 18-30) to find out how their Israel experiences have impacted where they are today. Check it out:

Tara Lifland
Hometown: Plymouth, MN
Currently Living: Herzliya, Israel

The Masa “gap year” 
program in Israel literally 
changed my life. Had I 
not set out on the Young 
Judeah Year Course 
journey two-and-a-half 

years ago, I would most definitely not be where 
I am today: studying to complete my bachelor’s 
degree at the IDC Herzliya in Israel. My Masa 
program experience made me realize what a 
strong connection each of us American Jews or 
any Jews from the Diaspora have to this country; 
everyone can feel like they have a second home 
and feel welcomed here. Even if I don’t end up 
here in the future, I’ve formed a great foundation 
and connection to the Holy Land that I definitely 
plan on sharing with my family in the future. 

 Sam Chester
Hometown: Minneapolis, MN
Currently Living:  
Jerusalem, Israel

I studied in Israel for two years 
after high school, 2003-2005, 
learning in an Israeli yeshiva 
known as Har Etzion. Fast 
forward to 2009—I was living in Israel. The joy 
and warmth I felt the day I made aliyah—(some of 
which can be seen in my picture which was taken 
shortly before I received my Israeli citizenship 
papers at the airport)—continue to inform my 
day-to-day life in Israel. Today I call Tel Aviv and 
Jerusalem home, working in the former and 
spending as much time as I can in the latter. 

Studying in Israel with the assistance of Masa in 
2003 was not my first visit to Israel. But it was 
the visit that imparted me with the passion and 
understanding of our community, introducing me 
to values and friends that I cherish every day.

 

Bradley Machov
Hometown: Golden Valley, MN
Currently Living: Minneapolis, MN

I participated in Masa’s WUJS 
program in Jerusalem from 
March-August, 2011. Before 
I left, I started writing for 
TC Jewfolk here in the Twin 
Cities. I continued to write 
while in Israel and after I got 
back. In September 2012, 
I applied for TC Jewfolk’s 

brand new Editor & Community Manager position 
and was hired! I’ve been working here ever 
since. TC Jewfolk is a multi-author daily blog 
and community resource website focused on 
the Twin Cities Jewish community. It enabled 
me to stay in touch with the Jewish community 
back home while I was in Israel. My experience 
on Masa helped me connect more deeply with 
my Judaism and Zionism and has definitely 
influenced my current work with TC Jewfolk.

 

Justin Held
Hometown: Golden Valley, MN
Currently Living: Minneapolis, MN

I went on Alexander Muss High School in Israel 
program from November 2007-January 2008. 
Today I am the Engagement Associate at Hillel at 
the University of Minnesota. My Muss experience 

directly influenced where I 
am today. If it was not for this 
opportunity I never would 
have found myself working 
in the Jewish community. 
During the Spring semester 
of my junior year of 
college I studied abroad 
at the Hebrew University 
in Jerusalem. My time at 

Hebrew U was absolutely amazing. I left with a 
strong grasp of Israel, had amazing professors 
and created friendships that will last a lifetime.  

Sammi Sudit
Hometown: Minnetonka, MN
Currently Living: Minneapolis, MN

In February of 2012, I was 
a participant on Oranim’s 
Internship Program, a 
five-month program that 
was based in Tel Aviv. 
My background was in 
Elementary Education 
and per my request, I was 
placed at an elementary 
school where I taught 
English to 4th-9th graders. My program also 
provided us with Ulpan classes. Re-learning 
Hebrew made everyday conversations with 
students and Israelis much easier! I truly had the 
time of my life! I discovered who I am as a young, 
Jewish woman. Today, I am living in Minneapolis 
working as a substitute teacher. With the help of 
Masa and my internship program, I realized that I 
will always love working with children but my true 
passion is helping people of all ages in any way 
that I can. 
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Israel Experiences shape the future for young adults

Are you a young adult interested in going on a long-term Israel program? 
Scholarships are now available through the Isadore and Molly Boroff Israel Scholarship Fund*! The final deadline for 2014-2015 
programs is July 23. For more information, contact Andrea Nadel at anadel@mplsfed.org or 952-417-2334.
*Other scholarships and subsidies are also available through the Federation’s Israel Center.

 GLOBAL
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Bob & Sharon Ansel  
Join Legacy Society
When Bob & Sharon Ansel’s son Steven 
was diagnosed with a psychological 
disorder just after graduating high school, 
there weren’t any programs or services 
that existed to help young adults with 
disabilities participate in the Jewish 
community. Today, it’s a different story. 
Steven regularly goes to the Sabes JCC, 
where he confidently participates in 
activities and uses the health and wellness 
facilities. And his synagogue, Bet Shalom, 
has welcomed him with open arms.

“It has been a godsend that he is now 
involved in the community,” Bob says. “We 
are so thankful for the great programs that 
Federation makes possible for adults and 
kids with special needs.”

This is just one of the reasons Bob has 
been an avid volunteer and supporter of 
the Minneapolis Jewish Federation for 
many years. “I grew up in a home with 
religious parents who volunteered in our 
synagogue and in the community,” Bob 
says. “They were of modest income, but 
they always found a way to contribute to 
Jewish causes.”

Bob has certainly followed the example 
they set forth. Bob, the Director of Volunteer 
Services for Hennepin County Health 
& Human Services Department, was 
honored last year by Federation as 
Campaigner of the Year for his unwavering 
commitment to the Community Campaign. 
Bob has served on the Boards of Federation 
and Jewish Family & Children’s Service of 
Minneapolis, and been involved with the 
Jewish Community Relations Council, B’nai 
B’rith and Beth El Synagogue. 

“I want to support the community and 
make sure that all people are taken care 
of—and ensure that support continues 
when Sharon and I are no longer here,”  
Bob explains.  

Working with the Federation’s Jewish 
Community Foundation, Bob and Sharon 
were able to endow their support in a way 
that works best for them. They established 
a Charitable Gift Annuity, which enables 
their family to receive benefits during their 
lifetime and still leave a legacy for after 
they are gone.

Perpetuating Judaism 
for Future Generations

About Robert 
Karasov 
& Hanna 

Bloomfield

o O

As far back as they can remember, 
Drs. Robert Karasov and Hanna 
Bloomfield have been passionate about 
incorporating Jewish practices, learning 
and values into their daily lives. They 
believe, as Bob says, “that being an 
educated Jew helps us practice Judaism 
in the most meaningful way and that 
Jewish education is the cornerstone for a 
strong community.”

Bob and Hanna made it a priority to 
ensure that their children grew up 
with a deep understanding of halachic 
practices such as keeping a kosher home, 
observing the Sabbath and holidays, and 
helping others in need. All eight of their 
children attended Jewish day schools 
and Jewish camps in the summer. In 
addition, says Hanna, “we made sure 
that every one of our children had an 
opportunity to visit Israel and develop an 
attachment to the Jewish state; several 
of them spent an entire year studying 
there after high school.”  

It is important to Bob and Hanna that the 
Minneapolis Jewish community is able to 
offer these kinds of meaningful Jewish 

experiences, and others, to as many 
people as possible. As Bob says “we 
live in a very diverse Jewish community. 
In order for us to meet the needs of all 
members of our community, we need 
diversity in leadership and planning.” 
This is just one of the motivating factors 
that led Bob and Hanna to be strong 
supporters of the Minneapolis Jewish 
Federation. Both have served on the 
Federation Board and Bob has assumed 
a variety of additional leadership 
roles including chairing education 
panels, sitting on the Board’s executive 
committee, and spearheading a robust 
local allocations process. 

“Now I’m trying to focus on keeping the 
community strong so that Judaism can 
be perpetuated for future generations,” 
Bob explains. 

Bob and Hanna are taking advantage 
of a philanthropic opportunity that can 
help them do just that: a legacy gift. 
“Leaving a legacy gift enables people to 
contribute to the Community Campaign 
when they are no longer here,” Bob says. 
“If everyone does even a small amount, it 
all adds up toward a prosperous future.”

Not only is it Bob and Hanna’s wish that 
their legacy gift—a Perpetual Annual 
Campaign Endowment (PACE) fund 
at the Federation’s Jewish Community 
Foundation—supports Jewish life, 
learning and a caring community long 
after they are gone, but they also hope 
it inspires their children. “We hope our 
legacy gift will serve as an example 
to our children about the importance 
of caring and serving the Jewish 
community,” Bob says. 

 

What will your legacy be? We want to help you plan your legacy for the Jewish community. Contact 
Mort Naiman, Director of the Federation’s Jewish Community Foundation today at 952.417.2322 or mnaiman@mplsfed.org.

Grew Up: Minneapolis (Bob), Boston (Hanna)
Profession: Pediatrician and Mohel (Bob), Internist (Hanna)
Currently: Bob is President, Congregation Darchei Noam
Proud Parents: 8 children, 2 daughters-in-law, 1 son-in-law, 1 grandson
Aaron and Erica Karasov  |  Rebecca, Shane and Whitman Noecker
Micah and Mori Karasov  |  David Rubins  |  Gita Karasov
Nadav Karasov  |  Jonathan Rubins  |  Matan Karasov
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 SPOTLIGHT

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
APRIL-MAY 2014
Keren Or: A Decade of Writing and 
Photography, Celebrating the Creative 
Work of Jewish Minnesota Teens 
Award Ceremony & Exhibit 
Reception: Sunday, April 27, 2014 
2:00 to 3:30 pm
Exhibit: April 27-May 22, 2014 
Tychman Shapiro Gallery at the Sabes JCC
This special exhibit features works from 
Keren Or contest winners. Read more on 
pages 4 and 5. Contact Robyn Awend, 
952.381.3416 or rawend@sabesjcc.org.

Havdallah at SkyZone Indoor 
Trampoline Park
Saturday, May 03, 2014 | 8:30-11:00 pm
SkyZone Indoor Trampoline Park, Plymouth
Sometimes you have to relive your 
childhood in the most awesome way 
imaginable: On an endless sea of 
trampolines. Start your week off right 
with us—we’ll start with a short 
Havdallah service and 
then you can literally 
bounce off the walls! 
To ensure your 
spot, RSVP to 
Andrea Nadel 
at anadel@
mplsfed.org.

This Mega-
Jump is 
co-hosted 
by the 20|30 
Project and 
Twin Cities 
 Masa—מסע
Israel Journey 
Alumni.

Yom Ha’Zikaron—Israel’s 
Remembrance Day 
Sunday, May 04, 2014 | 7:00-9:00 pm 
Adath Jeshurun Congregation
Remember those who have fallen in defense 
of the State of Israel and honor those who 
played an integral role in the establishment 
of the Jewish State. Contact Eilat Harel at 
952.417.2321, eharel@mplsfed.org.

The Idan Raichel Project Acoustic Tour
Wednesday, May 14, 2014 | 7:30 pm
O’Shaughnessy at St. Catherine University
Contact Eilat Harel at 952.417.2321,  
eharel@mplsfed.org.

JUNE 2014

Rimon: The Minnesota Jewish Arts 
Council’s Annual Benefit, P’Chotchka 

Monday, June 02, 2014 
6:00 to 8:00 pm

More information to come 
on jewishminneapolis.
org/calendar. Contact 
David Jordan Harris at 

952.381.3449, rimon@
sabesjcc.org.

Women’s Endowment Fund 
Celebration Event 
Wednesday, June 18, 2014 | 6:00 to 8:00 pm
Save the date for this special celebration  
for women in our community. Contact 
Temma Shankman at 952.417.2359, 
tshankman@mplsfed.org.

Thursday, May 22, 2014 | 7:30–10:00 pm
With Featured Speaker Chelsea Clinton. 
For more information visit jewishminneapolis.org/
mainevent.aspx. Contact Alyssa Huck, 952.417.2323 
or ahuck@mplsfed.org.

Rimon Artist Salon: Writing Backwards: Finding 
Meaning in a Family’s Past with Playwright/
Performer Sun Mee Chomet 
Wednesday, May 07, 2014 | 7:00-9:00 pm
Playwrights’ Center, 2301 E Franklin Ave, Minneapolis, MN 
Acclaimed playwright/performer Sun Mee Chomet 
presents excerpts from her new script based on the life 
of her Jewish grandfather who was forced to flee  
Austria prior to the Nazi incursion. Moderator Samuel 
Norich—publisher of The Jewish Daily Forward—joins 
Sun Mee in considering the Holocaust’s impact on a 
young Jewish Asian-American woman’s life. Contact 
David Jordan Harris, Rimon Executive Director, 
952.381.3449, rimon@sabesjcc.org.

Yom 
Ha’atzmaut 

Celebration in the 
Twin Cities 

Monday, May 05, 2014 | 5:00-7:00 pm
Sabes JCC

Celebrate 66 years of Independence for the 
State of Israel! Israeli food, crafts, carnival, 

dancing, songs and more! Contact Eilat Harel at 
952.417.2321, eharel@mplsfed.org

Am Yisrael Chai Days
20 days of Israel celebrations 

across the Twin Cities
Israelweek.org

For a complete listing of 
upcoming events in the Twin 
Cities Jewish community visit 

jewishminneapolis.org/calendar.
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SPOTLIGHT 
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SPOTLIGHT
1  Cliff Greene (left) & Ellen Sampson (right) are 

presented with the Sidney Barrows Lifetime 
Commitment Award by Robert Barrows at  
the Fourteenth Annual Twin Cities Cardozo 
Society Dinner.

2  Arthur T. Pfefer Memorial Award recipient, Leora 
Maccabee Itman (third from left), celebrates 
with her parents, Paul & Paula Maccabee, and 
husband Michael Itman at the Fourteenth Annual 
Twin Cities Cardozo Society Dinner. 

3  The 20|30 Project took over Bar Louie for a 
Thanksgivukkah Happy Hour.

4  The yellow team, winners of the 2013 Tzedakah 
Bowl, celebrate after the tournament.

5  Volunteers help raise money for the Community 
Campaign at the Super Sunday phone-a-thon.

6  Super Sunday Chairs David and  
Cheryl Goldenberg

7  Photographer Davi.d Sherman and moderator 
 Leslie Morris at March’s Rimon Artist Salon, Photo 
 Sensitive: Reflecting on Transfer of Memory
8  Tamar Pentelnik Ribnick and Joel Ribnick show 

off their Cirque du Purim costumes.
9  Costumed revelers enjoy Cirque du Purim
10  The Minneapolis TribeFest contingent during 

their service project at New Orleans’s City Park.
11  Joni Sussman, Event Chair, Micki Naiman, 

Women’s Philanthropy Community Outreach  
Co-Chair, author Elinor Lipman, Sandra Davis 
Lerner, event sponsor, and Lauren Weiser, 
Women’s Philanthropy Community Outreach  
Co-Chair at An Evening with Elinor Lipman.

12  Elinor Lipman and Cathy Gorlin at An Evening 
With Elinor Lipman. 



The Minneapolis Jewish Federation
Presents

Thursday, May 22, 2014
ARIA | 105 N 1st St, Minneapolis

 

For more information, visit Jewishminneapolis.org/mainevent.aspx 
or contact Alyssa Huck: ahuck@mplsfed.org | 952.417.2323
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